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Real-time depth sectioning: Isolating the effect of stress
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Synopsis

ransient structure development at a specific distance from the channel wall in a pressure-driven
ow is obtained from a set of real-time measurements that integrate contributions throughout the

hickness of a rectangular channel. This “depth sectioning method” retains the advantages of
ressure-driven flow while revealing flow-induced structures as a function of stress. The method is
llustrated by applying it to isothermal shear-induced crystallization of an isotactic polypropylene
sing both synchrotron x-ray scattering and optical retardance. Real-time, depth-resolved
nformation about the development of oriented precursors reveals features that cannot be extracted
rom ex-situ observation of the final morphology and that are obscured in the depth-averaged
n-situ measurements. For example, at 137 °C and at the highest shear stress examined �65 kPa�,
riented thread-like nuclei formed rapidly, saturated within the first 7 s of flow, developed
ignificant crystalline overgrowth during flow and did not relax after cessation of shear. At lower
tresses, threads formed later and increased at a slower rate. The depth sectioning method can be
pplied to the flow-induced structure development in diverse complex fluids, including block
opolymers, colloidal systems, and liquid-crystalline polymers. © 2009 The Society of
heology. �DOI: 10.1122/1.3164970�

. INTRODUCTION

Pressure-driven flows through a channel are widely used for rheological measurements
e.g., capillary rheometers� and materials processing �e.g., extrusion�. These flows are
lso used for in-situ studies of flow-induced structure using rheo-optical and rheo-x-ray
easurements �Liedauer et al. �1993�; Seki et al. �2002�; Bent et al. �2003�; Kuma-

aswamy et al. �2004�; Carreras et al. �2006��. Pressure-driven flow is particularly attrac-
ive for studying transient structure development as a function of stress because it affords
facile and robust way to impose a specific wall shear stress, and sudden inception and

essation of shear are easily implemented. In particular, when an experiment demands a
apid imposition and release of a very high shear stress, a pressure-driven flow eliminates
ome of the challenges associated with sliding plate and torsional geometries �tool com-
liance, tool inertia, and sample edge fracture, among other difficulties�. A drawback of
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1230 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
he pressure-driven flow is that a range of shear stresses is probed during each experi-
ent. Therefore, we offer an approach that combines the best features of rheometric
ows, which unambiguously reveal structure development at a given stress, and those of
ressure-driven flows.

The “depth sectioning method” presented here isolates the real-time structure at a
iven depth in the channel �i.e., at a certain level of shear stress�. The method takes
dvantage of the linear variation in the local shear stress from the wall to the center of a
ectangular slit channel to extract the stress dependence of the effect of flow on structure
ormation. Measurements made using two different wall shear stresses, �w,1 and �w,2, are
sed to compute the incremental contribution to the observable of interest due to stresses
rom �w,1 to �w,2 by appropriately subtracting results for the lower stress experiment
rom the higher stress one. We demonstrate the approach by applying it to crystallization
f polymers during and after an interval of shear. It may be used more broadly, for
xample, in studies of shear-induced alignment of block copolymers or shear-induced
orphology in polymer blends.
Flow-induced crystallization provides an instructive example for “depth sectioning”

or three reasons: �1� the stress dependence is highly nonlinear, �2� it involves transient
easurements during inception and cessation of flow, and �3� it illustrates how the con-

rol of conditions during flow permits a depth-resolved analysis of structure development
fter cessation of flow as well. Flow-induced crystallization can result in an oriented
orphology often referred to as a “shish-kebab” due to its central core decorated by

rystalline overgrowth �Pennings and Kiel �1965��. Thread-like precursors �“shish”� are
t the heart of flow-induced crystallization, as they are responsible for the dramatic
hanges in kinetics of crystallization and in the final morphology obtained. The creation
f these precursors depends strongly on stress. Consequently, pronounced stratified mor-
hologies are frequently observed when pressure-driven flows are imposed on the melt,
ncluding isothermal channel flows that are considered here.

A qualitative model put forward by Janeschitz-Kriegl and co-workers �Liedauer et al.
1995�� captures the sequence of events that occur during a brief interval of isothermal
ressure-driven flow starting with a fully amorphous, fully relaxed, and subcooled poly-
er melt �Fig. 1�a��. First, point-like nuclei form �t= t1� at a rate that depends on the local

hear stress �i.e., the number of nuclei per unit volume increases with distance from the
hannel center�. With prolonged shear, thread-like precursors may grow from these point-
ike nuclei if the imposed stress is sufficiently high: shish form prolifically above a
ritical shear stress �t� t2 in Fig. 1�a��, which depends on the material �Seki et al.
2002��. These threads continue to grow in length during flow �e.g., t= t3� until, if shear is
ustained long enough, saturation is reached �illustrated by the region adjacent to the
all, unchanged between t= t3 and t4 in Fig. 1�a��. Time-resolved information on the

ppearance of a detectable population of shish, their progressive increase in length, and
heir saturation in thin “slices” ��50 �m thick� at different distances from the channel
all during flow is provided by depth sectioning of the optical retardance measured using
beam propagating through the thickness of the channel �Fig. 2�.
Precursors present at the moment that shear is stopped dictate the rate and morphology

f crystallization that ensues quiescently. For example, suppose that shear ceased at time
in Fig. 1�a�, leading to the morphology development illustrated in Fig. 1�b�. Each of the

hread-like precursors nucleates highly oriented lamellae �“kebabs”� that grow radially
utward, advancing at the quiescent linear growth rate until they impinge with lamellae
rowing from neighboring precursors. The high nucleation surface of the thread-like
recursors accelerates crystallization by orders of magnitude relative to the quiescent

ase �Liedauer et al. �1993�; Kumaraswamy et al. �2000��. Where thread-like precursors
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1231REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
re close to each other �less than a few microns apart�, the oriented lamellae impinge
efore they can diverge, producing a highly oriented “skin.” Where thread-like precursors
re sparse, kebabs are able to grow over long distances prior to impingement, producing
sausages”—birefringent elongated super-structures that are microns wide �Fig. 3 micro-
raphs�. Strata with sausages have a lower degree of orientation than the skin �Fernandez-
allester �2007��. Regions that only contain point-like precursors develop a spherullitic
orphology with a variation in spherullite size with the distance from the wall that is

ictated by the stress dependence of point-like precursor formation. Depth sectioning of
eal-time synchrotron x-ray patterns measured using a beam propagating through the
hickness of the channel �Fig. 2� is used to obtain depth-resolved information on the
rientation distribution of crystallites, the extent of crystallization, and the time at which
mpingement occurs.

IG. 1. Schematic of �a� the sequence of events during shear and �b� their consequences for morphology
evelopment after the cessation of shear under isothermal conditions. During shear �a�, flow-induced formation
f point-like precursors begins; if shear is sustained, thread-like precursors grow from the point-nuclei where
��crit, a critical shear stress; thread-like precursors may reach saturation at long enough shearing time. A few

solated thread-like precursors may form below the critical shear stress. Precursors that exist at the moment that
hear is stopped govern the morphology that grows quiescently after cessation of flow �b�: a spherullitic
orphology grows in zones of point-like precursors, a “sausage” morphology develops where point-like pre-

ursors coexist with few thread-like ones, and a highly oriented morphology develops where thread-like pre-
ursors are predominant.

IG. 2. Diagram of rectangular slit channel for pressure-driven flow showing the flow-velocity gradient plane
xy� and the linear stress profile varying from −�w at y=−d /2 to �w at y=d /2. The orientation of the probe
eam is along the velocity gradient direction �y� for the real-time optical and x-ray measurements and is along

he vorticity direction �z� for the ex-situ microfocus WAXD measurements.
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1232 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
Our flow-induced crystallization apparatus �Kumaraswamy et al. �1999b�� uses the
hort-term shearing protocol developed by Janeschitz-Kriegl �Eder et al. �1990�;
aneschitz-Kriegl and Eder �1990�; Liedauer et al. �1995�; Eder and Janeschitz-Kriegl
1997��: a brief and intense shear pulse is imposed on the polymer melt using pressure-
riven flow, and the real-time development of crystallization is monitored with a variety
f in-situ probes. Real-time measurements using optical and x-ray beams that traverse the
hickness of the channel �Fig. 2� record the structure development in an integrated sense,
hroughout the depth of the channel.

To apply the depth sectioning method, we perform a series of experiments �i
1,2 , . . . ,n� applying successively lower wall shear stress ��w,1��w,2� . . .�w,n� while
eeping the other parameters of the experiment fixed �the shear pulse duration and the
sothermal temperature�. For the ith experiment in the series, the resulting observable at
ny moment in time reflects an average over structures induced by shear stresses from
ero at the center of the channel to �w,i at the wall. This same range of structures is
resent at time t in the interior of the samples subjected to greater wall shear stress.
imply rescaling the measurement made in the experiment using the lower wall shear
tress �w,i and subtracting it from the measurement performed with �w,i−1 provides the
ontribution due to the interval of stress between �w,i and �w,i−1. We show that this depth
ectioning method is rigorously founded for a number of different observables used to
tudy complex fluids, including birefringence and dichroism �when depolarization is
egligible� and light, neutron and x-ray scattering patterns �when in the single-scattering
egime�. Depth sectioning of the present optical and x-ray measurements leads to new
ndings regarding the formation of oriented precursors during flow-induced crystalliza-

ion.

I. DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD

The depth sectioning method relies on the fact that the stress profile varies linearly
rom �w to zero in a pressure-driven laminar flow through a slit channel �Fig. 2�. The
inear profile arises directly from a force balance—independent of the viscoelastic prop-
rties of the material in the channel and the velocity boundary condition at the walls.
onsequently, if the wall shear stress is known, the shear stress �xy at any distance y from

he center plane is known. Provided that the structural consequences of the imposed stress
rise from local physical processes, the transient structure development in a fluid element
s specified by its stress history �all other conditions held fixed, such as thermal history,

aterial composition, etc.�. Many fluids have a characteristic length scale beyond which
tructure and dynamics of the fluid is independent of neighboring fluid elements �e.g.,
wo phase flows, block copolymers, and microemulsions�. The present method is re-
tricted in its spatial resolution to length scales large enough that the fluid of interest
atisfies the assumption of local response. Also, the method is restricted to structural
bservables that accumulate additively as the beam propagates through each differential
hickness of the sample. Fortunately, under a wide range of conditions, many rheo-
ptical, rheo-small-angle neutron scattering, and rheo-x-ray methods satisfy the additivity
equirement. Together, the robust relationship between y and �xy�y�, local response and
dditive observables allow us to isolate the contribution from a given “slice” of material
i.e., from certain range of shear stress� using a set of experiments for which different
all shear stresses have been applied.
To illustrate, we present sets of four flow-induced crystallization experiments in which

uccessively lower wall shear stresses �w were imposed for a fixed shearing time ts and

dentical crystallization temperature Tx �Fig. 3�a��. The plane of observation in these
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1233REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
x-situ micrographs corresponds to the xy plane �Fig. 2�. The strong effects of stress on
tructure development during and after flow are manifested in the final solid state mor-
hology. Moving from the highest imposed stress ��w,1=65 kPa� to the lowest ��w,4

36 kPa�, the local morphology in successive samples corresponds when compared at
atched stress. For example, the morphology near the wall in the �w,4 specimen is found

t increasing distance from the wall as �w increases, at a location where the local stress
quals �w,4. In other words, consider the position of the boundary with the fine-grained
nterior: it shifts from the wall �i.e., y=d /2� to y= �d /2���w,4 /�w,3�, then to y= �d /2�

��w,4 /�w,2�, and to y= �d /2���w,4 /�w,1� �Fig. 3�a�, right to left�. On physical grounds,
his simply reflects the fact that structure development is local �discussed further below�.

We analyze real-time observables accordingly. In-situ measurements are obtained us-
ng a beam directed along the y axis �Fig. 2�, providing an average throughout the depth
f each sample. Consider an appropriate real-time observable I��w� that has been mea-
ured for two experiments, with wall shear stresses of �w,1 and �w,2. The contribution to
due to the outermost slice of material in the experiment with greater wall shear stress

i.e., to the stress range between �w,2 and �w,1� is equal to

�I��w,1,�w,2� = I��w,1� − I��w,2���w,2/�w,1� . �1�

he rescaling of I��w,2� by the stress ratio is analogous to both the familiar Rabinowitsch

IG. 3. �a� Ex-situ polarized optical micrographs of samples sheared at 137 °C for 12 s, with successively
maller �w. Dashed lines show corresponding shear stresses. �b� Corresponding real-time WAXD patterns
cquired 1145 s after the cessation of flow for each experiment. �c� Resulting WAXD patterns after applying the
epth sectioning method to the real-time WAXD shown in �b�. Flow is along the horizontal direction. The �110�,
040�, �130�, �111�, and ��131/041� reflections of the � morph of iPP are observed in these patterns.
orrection to evaluate the wall shear rate in a capillary rheometer and the procedure to
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1234 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
alculate the birefringence at the wall of a slit rheometer �Wales �1969��. This scheme can
e repeated by performing experiments at successively lower wall shear stresses, thus
solating the signal arising from slices at different depths corresponding to ranges of shear
tress �i+1����i. This reasoning holds at each moment in time, during and after shear,
rovided that the sample, the shearing time, and the temperature are the same for all
xperiments.

For example, the real-time wide-angle x-ray diffraction �WAXD� patterns observed 30
in after cessation of shear for each of the �w.i above �Fig. 3�b�� show the superimposed

ontributions of the spherullitic core, the partially oriented “sausage” layer, and the
ighly oriented skin. The contribution of each differential layer of sample to the overall
iffraction pattern is additive. Therefore, pixel-by-pixel we subtract the “interior” contri-
ution ��w,i+1 /�w,i�Iw,i+1 from the scattering patterns Iw,i for a given experimental time
Fig. 3�c��. To compare the results obtained from depth slices of different thicknesses,
ach one is normalized by the total thickness of the depth sections, so that an average
uantity is extracted.

For the present example, we first demonstrate the local character of flow-induced
rystallization. Then we consider the interaction of the light and x-rays with the sample to
stablish the additivity of each observable.

. Flow-induced crystallization as a local phenomenon

Depth sectioning is limited to length scales greater than the structural length scale of
he material. In the present case of flow-induced crystallization, we restrict depth sections
o 23 �m or more. Previous studies have shown that the distance between nuclei sets the
ength scale beyond which flow-induced crystallization is a local phenomenon. For ex-
mple, the highly oriented skin �Fig. 3�a�� is templated by thread-like precursors that are
ess than a micron apart �Kumaraswamy et al. �2000�; Kornfield et al. �2002��. Therefore,
olume elements in the oriented skin separated by more than a few microns crystallize
ndependently of each other; this screening also prevents nucleation on the wall from
nfluencing volume elements that are more than a few microns from the wall �Thurman
2005��. While the textures in the highly oriented skin and in the fine-grained layer are
onsistently on length scales 	5 �m, the sausage layer may sometimes violate the
eparation of length scales �crystallites growing outward from the core of a sausage in
ne depth section might propagate far enough to contribute to crystallization in an adja-
ent depth section�. The real-time measurements here, nevertheless, satisfy local response
ecause the lamellae have not had sufficient time to grow more than 5 �m prior to the
onclusion of the in-situ measurements �1200 s�. Since the “thickness” of the depth
ections �
23 �m� is greater than this, we can treat the crystallization in any particular
epth section as a function of local conditions �e.g., the stress and thermal history�.

. Additive contributions to optical and x-ray observables

To understand the regime of validity of the depth sectioning analysis, consider the
onditions under which the key observables used to characterize the flow-induced struc-
ure can be analyzed as the sum of contributions from each depth in the sample.

. Polarimetric observables

As polarized light passes through a complex fluid �e.g., a polymer melt in which
rystallization is beginning�, it is altered by the anisotropic retardance �due to intrinsic
nd form birefringence� and anisotropic attenuation �dichroism� due to absorbance or

cattering �e.g., by structures that have anisotropic shape and optical properties�. The
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1235REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
olarization state represented by the Jones vector A �Fuller �1995�� changes from its
ncident state Ao to its exiting state Ad after transmission through a sample of path length
. Considering only linear optical phenomena �compatible with the Jones matrix formal-
sm�, neglecting depolarization �which can occur due to multiple scattering if the material
ecomes highly turbid� and approximating the system as a succession of optical elements,
he cumulative change in the polarization of the beam traversing m optical elements of
hickness �y=d /m, each described by its particular Jones matrix Ji, is given by �Fuller
1995��

Ad = Jm · Jm−1 · . . . · J2 · J1 · A0. �2�

he Jones matrices take a particularly simple form for shear flow and for light propagat-
ng down the velocity gradient direction �Fig. 2�. The complex refractive index tensor
=n� +in� �Fuller �1995�� is simplified by symmetry about the xy plane �i.e., nxz=nyz

0�,

n = �nxx nxy 0

nxy nyy 0

0 0 nzz
� . �3�

Furthermore, the light propagating along the y axis is affected by the optical aniso-
ropy in the xz plane, in which the principal axes for both dichroism ��n�=nxx� −nzz� � and
irefringence ��n�=nxx� −nzz� � coincide with the x and z axes. Consequently, the Jones
atrix J�y�y� for each differential element of thickness �y is diagonal,

J�y = �ei�2�nxx�y/�� 0

0 ei�2�nzz�y/�� � = ei�2�nxx�y/���1 0

0 e−i� , �4�

here �y�=��y�+ i��y�, with retardance

� =
2��n��y

�
�5�

nd extinction

� =
2��n��y

�
. �6�

ince all slices have the same principal axes, the expression for the change in polarization
pon transmission through m slices is simply,

Am = 	
i=1

m

e�2�nxx�yi��y/���1 0

0 e−i�yi� �Ao. �7�

ritten in terms of the mean refractive index, 
n�=�nxx�y��y /d, and considering the
imit �y→0,

Ad = e�2�
n�d/���1 0

0 exp�− i
−d/2

+d/2

�y�dy� �Ao �8�

escribes the cumulative change in polarization of light upon propagating through the

ample, provided the sample does not cause significant depolarization of light. Thus, the
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1236 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
etardance �and dichroism� accumulates additively as the beam propagates through the
ample in the y-direction �Fig. 2�.

In the example of flow-induced crystallization, the evolution of structure after cessa-
ion of flow is as important as the transient structure development during flow. Therefore,
t is significant that the symmetry of shear flow governs the orientation of the principal
xes not only during shear flow but also for the optical anisotropy that arises from
ngoing structure development �e.g., oriented crystallization� after shear has stopped.
ymmetry about the xy plane persists during structure evolution in complex fluids after
essation of shear �e.g., growth of crystallites, relaxation/breakup/coalescence of droplets,
r coarsening of domains in an ordered block copolymer or a liquid crystal� provided the
ength scale of interest is large relative to the texture in the material �e.g., cyllindrulite/
pherullite, droplet, or domain size�. Thus, the principal axes of the anisotropy in the xz
lane continue to coincide with the x and z directions.

Polarimetry measurements in the present example are only made during early stages,
efore turbidity has become significant. Therefore, there is little absorption or scattering
y the sample, so neither dichroism nor depolarization is significant. Consequently, the
epth sectioning method here only involves the retardance contribution of each depth
lice to the final signal �i.e., Eq. �1� is applied with I replaced by ��.

. Scattering measurements

In the case of WAXD and small-angle x-ray scattering �SAXS� under our experimental
onditions, the scattered intensity is the sum of that due to each depth slice whenever the
inematic theory of diffraction and the Fraunhofer approximation apply �Roe �2000��.1

s is typically the case, the thickness of our sample is thin enough and its scattering
ower is low enough that most photons pass through our sample unscattered, satisfying
he assumption that the scattered x-rays interfere with other scattered x-rays but do not
ndergo any further interactions with other atoms. In addition, the present sample is very
hin compared to the observation distance �as usual�: here the total sample thickness �0.5

m� is much less than the camera length ��170 mm for WAXD and �6000 mm for
AXS measurements�. Whenever these theoretical approximations hold for the whole
ample, they also hold for each “depth section” in it.

As long as a rheo-x-ray experiment conforms to single-scattering and Fraunhofer
iffraction, the angular distribution of the x-ray scattering amplitude is linearly related
by Fourier transformation� to the electron density of the scattering substances �Roe
2000��. For scatterers that are numerous and more or less continuously distributed in the
ample,

A�q� = 
V

��r�e−iq·rdr �9�

here A�q� is the amplitude of the scattered wave normalized by the incident Ao, q is the
cattering vector, ��r� is the scattering length density distribution, dr is a volume ele-
ent, and the integration is performed over the illuminated sample volume V. The scat-

ered intensity I is related to A�q� by

Exceptions to this approximation can occur, for example, in a large, perfect crystal, in which a diffracted ray
could be diffracted many times in different regions before finally leaving the crystal �dynamic theory of x-ray

diffraction�.
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1237REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
I�q� = 
�A�q��2� =��
V

��r�e−iqrdr�2� = 
V

���r�e−iqrdr , �10�

here �� is the autocorrelation function of ��r�. Since the thickness of interest for depth
ectioning ��10 �m� is much greater than the length scale of structural periodicities that
ive rise to WAXD and SAXS, the derivation above applies for each slice m �with
olume Vm� independently, and the scattering is simply the sum of their contributions.
his reasoning applies equally to light scattering �in the single-scattering regime� and to
eutron and x-ray scattering. In the present flow-induced crystallization example, Eq. �1�
s applied with I being the two-dimensional array of measured WAXD intensities at each

easuring time.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

. Materials

A bimodal blend containing 1 wt % of very high molecular weight isotactic polypro-
ylene �Mw=3500 kg /mol, PDI=1.8, �mmmm��98%� in a lower molecular weight
sotactic polypropylene �iPP� resin �Mw=186 kg /mol, PDI=2.3, �mmmm��96%� was
repared by fully dissolving the desired amount of each species in hot xylene under inert
tmosphere then quickly precipitating into cold methanol. The resulting “fluff” was fil-
ered, washed with methanol, and then sprayed with an acetone solution of antioxidants
o introduce 2000 ppm of Irganox 1010 and Irgafos 168. Then the polymer was dried at
0 °C under vacuum for several days. Both polymers were provided by Dow Chemical
nd were synthesized using single-site catalysts. The binary blend was designed to in-
estigate the effect of small, but known, concentrations of long chains on flow-induced
rystallization �Fernandez-Ballester �2007��.

. Apparatus and protocol

The flow-induced crystallization was performed in a short-term shearing apparatus
escribed previously �Kumaraswamy et al. �1999b��. The experimental protocol was as
ollows. First the flow cell was filled with the polymer melt at a low wall shear stress at
15 °C. It was held at 215 °C �Terase� for 5 min to erase the previous flow history and
ully relax the melt �Seki et al. �2002��. Then, it was cooled to 137 °C �Tx� and a shear
ulse with a specific wall shear stress ��w� was applied for a shearing time �ts� of either
or 12 s. Subsequently, the polymer was held isothermally at 137 °C, and the progress

f crystallization was monitored with rheo-optical and rheo-WAXD techniques. At the
nd of the experiment, the flow cell was cooled to room temperature �over �10 min�,
nd the sample was removed for ex-situ characterization. Groups of four experiments
ere performed with a series of �w between 65 and 36 kPa.

. In-situ optical measurements

Using a simple optical setup described elsewhere �Kumaraswamy et al. �1999b��, the
ntensities of polarized light transmitted through the sample and both crossed �I�� and
arallel �I�� polarizers are simultaneously recorded. From the measured I� / �I�+ I��, the

etardance � of the sample at early times �when ���� is computed,
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� = 2 arcsin� I�

I� + I�

. �11�

t later times �when ����, we simply compute the points in time at which we observe
he successive maxima and minima in the intensity and for which the corresponding
etardance is known ��=� ,2� ,3�, etc.�. Burghardt and co-workers �Hongladarom et al.
1993�� determined in studies of spectrographic birefringence for liquid crystals that
alculating birefringence from successive maxima and minima is adequate even when
here is significant depolarization. In our case, there is some depolarization attained at
ater stages of the experiment but it is small �Fig. 4�. Therefore, we use successive

axima and minima to estimate the time at which the retardance reaches the correspond-
ng order n�.

Four experiments were performed for each of the two shearing times �7 and 12 s�, with
he greatest value of the wall shear stress being �w,1=65 kPa. From the point of view of
hat highest stress experiment, the successively lower stresses �w,2=58, �w,3=49 and

w,4=43 kPa correspond to distances of 27, 62 and 85 �m from the wall, respectively.
To isolate the contribution to the total retardance � arising from each stress interval

r, equivalently, each depth section, the retardance computed at each time t for the
xperiment with �w,n+1 was rescaled by �w,n+1 /�w,n to account for the corresponding
ptical path �Fig. 3�a�� and subtracted from the retardance at t for the experiment with

w,n according to Eq. �1�. For time points at which the retardance for the experiment at
he greater stress �w,n had already gone over orders, a linear interpolation between the
alues of � corresponding to “peaks” and “valleys” was used to obtain values at each
esired t. The average birefringence �n in each depth section m was computed from its
etardance using the known thickness dm of the particular slice and the wavelength � of
ight used for the measurement,

�n =
��

. �12�

IG. 4. Example of normalized intensity between crossed polars for the experiment with �w=0.065 MPa and

s=12 s. The three arrows show the points in time where the retardance was computed by observing the
uccessive maxima and minima in the intensity �of known retardance �=� ,2� ,3��. There is an observable
epolarization �the maxima and minima do not reach 1 and 0 for complete transmission or extinction�, but it is
ufficiently small that extrema continue to very nearly coincide with integer orders in retardance �Hongladarom
t al., 1993�.
2�dm
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1239REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
. In-situ x-ray measurements

Real-time WAXD measurements were performed at the X27C beamline of the Na-
ional Synchrotron Light Source, Upton, NY. The experimental setup is the same as used
or flow birefringence measurements, except that kapton-sealed beryllium windows are
sed. The x-ray wavelength was 1.371 Å. A MARCCD camera was used as the detector
nd placed 17 cm from the sample position. An Al2O3 standard was used to calibrate the
amera length. All acquired patterns were normalized by the incident intensity of the
-ray source and by the acquisition time �5 s at early time and 30 s at later times�. The
ackground pattern corresponding to the empty cell was subtracted.

As above, groups of four experiments were performed for each shearing time �7 and
2 s� with all parameters held fixed except for the wall shear stress. Again, the greatest
all shear stress used was �w,1=65 kPa. The successively lower wall shear stresses are
ot exactly the same as those used above in the optical experiments; nevertheless, we
enote them by �w,2=58, �w,3=49, and �w,4=36 kPa, as shown in Fig. 3. The four
AXD patterns in Fig. 3�b� show the normalized background-subtracted data sets ob-

ained in situ at t=1145 s for ts=12 s; those in Fig. 3�c� �analyzed according to Eq. �1��
solate the scattered intensity due to specific depth sections and normalize it by the
hickness of each section �Fig. 3�a��.

Using the four depth-sectioned data sets at each t, we analyzed the crystallographic
eflections that correspond to the �110� and �040� planes of the � crystal morph of
sotactic polypropylene to characterize �1� the growth of oriented crystallites using the
zimuthal integral of the �110� reflections over a wedge about the equatorial direction,
ue to the oriented parent crystallites AP,110; �2� the degree of orientation using the
zimuthal full width at half maximum �FWHM� of the equatorial peak, FWHMP,110; and
3� the relative populations of parent crystallites and their epitaxial daughters. The amor-
hous contribution was subtracted prior to performing the azimuthal scans of intensity.
ext, the unoriented crystalline contribution—estimated using the �040� reflection—was

ubtracted from the �110� intensity: because oriented parents and their epitaxial daughters
hare the same b axis direction, both scatter intensity only in the equatorial region for the
040� plane, so the unoriented population can be more accurately determined. Azimuthal
cans were fitted by Lorentzian peaks, and the area and FWHM for each one of them
ere computed. These were used to estimate the amounts of parent and daughter lamel-

ae, applying the geometrical correction appropriate for their respective diffraction angles
Dean et al. �1998��.

. Ex-situ characterization

Ex-situ sections of the flow-velocity gradient �xy� plane were obtained from the
uenched samples sheared at the highest �w �65 kPa� for both ts=7 and 12 s. For optical
icroscopy with polarized light, specimens 10–20 �m thick were examined with

rossed polarizers oriented at �45° from the flow direction. For microfocus WAXD
haracterization, samples between 0.5 and 1 mm were examined using the ID13 beamline
f the European Synchrotron Radiation Source �Grenoble, France�. The x-ray wavelength
as 0.984 Å. A beam of 5 �m size was used to scan the sample in 5 �m steps, and the
AXD patterns were collected with a MARCCD camera of 1024�1024 pixels, and

ixel size of 157.88 �m. The x-ray beam for these ex-situ measurements was directed
long the vorticity direction �probing structure in the xy plane, Fig. 2�, orthogonal to the
rientation of the in-situ optical and x-ray beams �Fig. 2�. Rastering the micro-beam
cross the sample provided spatially resolved WAXD patterns for the final structure as a

unction of distance from the wall, i.e., as a function of shear stress. To correlate the
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esults obtained from depth sectioning of the real-time WAXD patterns, we show the
verage of the ex-situ patterns that fall within each of the slices examined using real-time
epth sectioning.

V. RESULTS

The depth dependence of the real-time retardance and WAXD in a sample subjected to
wall shear stress of 65 kPa are examined first for ts=12 s and then compared to those

or ts=7 s. Afterward, we relate the real-time depth sectioning data to the final structure
bserved ex-situ using microfocus WAXD. The depth sectioning results are visualized in
erms of different distances from the wall for the sample sheared at the highest stress;
lternatively, they may be interpreted in terms of the local shear stress to make contact
ith theoretical models of flow-induced structure formation.

. Depth-resolved structure development for ts=12 s

At very early times—during and right after shearing—the sensitivity and speed of
heo-optical measurements reveal the formation of oriented precursors and the initial
rowth of crystals on them via the average birefringence of each depth slice �Fig. 5�a��.

IG. 5. �a� Average birefringence for each section during and immediately after a 12 s shear pulse. �b�
evelopment of the average birefringence for each depth section after shearing for 12 s at 137 °C. Depths

ndicated are with respect to �w=65 kPa.
pon the inception of shear, the melt stress optical contribution appears immediately as
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1241REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
small step increase. For the outer section �up to 27 �m from the wall�, a further
ncrease in birefringence—beyond the melt contribution—starts at t��4.5 s after the
nception of flow. A similar increase in birefringence beyond that due to the melt occurs
n the adjacent section, 27–62 �m from the wall, but it starts later �after 7 s of shearing�
nd grows more slowly �Fig. 5�a��. The birefringent structure formed in the outermost
ayers appears not to relax upon the cessation of flow �no drop in �n upon cessation of
ow�. Prior measurements �averaged over the entire thickness of the sample� have con-
istently shown an abrupt drop in retardance upon the cessation of flow �Kumaraswamy
t al. �1999a��, which is also evident in the present experiment. The new and significant
nformation obtained by depth sectioning is that the outer layer, which contributes sub-
tantially to the birefringence, does not appreciably contribute to the relaxation process
bserved after cessation of flow.

After cessation of 12 s of flow, the birefringence of the outermost 27 �m continues to
ncrease rapidly �Fig. 5�a��, as fast as it did during shear for t� t�. In the adjacent depth
ection �27–62 �m from the wall�, the rate of increase of �n diminishes when flow
tops. In the “dense sausage layer” �Fernandez-Ballester �2007�� ��60–100 �m ob-
erved ex-situ �Fig. 3�a��, left micrograph�, the retardance develops gradually and only
ecomes evident after the cessation of flow �Fig. 5�b��. At still greater depth, birefrin-
ence remains very low.

Growth of the parent �110� area AP,110 �Fig. 6�a�� becomes measurable several seconds
fter cessation of flow. Like �n�t� �Fig. 5�b��, the population of parent crystallites in-
reases fastest for the highest shear stress and progressively slower for the inner sections.
he core section ��102 �m� shows very little growth for the duration of the experiment

�1200 s�. The increase of birefringence after the cessation of flow and the increase in
he population of oriented parent crystallites both arise from the growth of kebabs, which
erve as a reporter of the underlying oriented precursors �shish� created during flow
Kumaraswamy et al. �2000�; Fernandez-Ballester et al. �2008��. The earliest measurable
rowth of oriented crystallites from them is most closely related to the precursor popu-
ation created during flow. Section V will examine the effects of stress on the creation of
recursors evident in the observed initial growth rates of AP,110 in each depth section.

In the two outermost sections, the rapid initial rise in AP,110 is followed by an abrupt
ecrease in growth rate within 100 s of the cessation of shear �Fig. 6�a��. In contrast, the
epth slice corresponding to the sausage region �third slice of ts=12 s� exhibits a much
ore gradual change in the rate of the growth in AP,110. The decrease in growth rate is

ttributed to the impingement of cyllindrulites �Kumaraswamy et al. �2000�; Kornfield et
l. �2002��. Given that the lamellae are growing outward under isothermal conditions into
relaxed melt, their linear growth velocity is the same in all of these experiments and the

ime to impingement is governed by the separation distance between precursors. There-
ore, Sec. V will examine the density of precursors �thread length per volume� using both
he initial growth rate �above� and the impingement time.

As seen in Fig. 3�c�, crystallites formed within 1200 s of the shear pulse in the three
uter sections are very highly oriented �Fig. 6�b��; the FWHMs corresponding to the two
igher shear stresses are very narrow and indistinguishable. In contrast, the core section
resents very weak orientation �greater FWHM with large uncertainty due to weak poorly
riented peaks on a strong amorphous halo �Fig. 3�c�, right��.

The ratio of parent �P� lamellae to daughter �D� lamellae is greatest for the outermost
5 �m, intermediate for the second slice, and least for the two inner sections �Fig. 6�c��.
ote that daughter crystallites are nearly orthogonal to the parents and tend to cancel out

he birefringence contribution of the parent population. Therefore, the WAXD results

rovide insight into the trends seen in the birefringence �Kumaraswamy et al. �2000�;
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umaraswamy et al. �2004��. The slower increase in retardance in the second depth
ection relative to the first is due in part to a slower growth of the parent population
which correlates with a lower concentration of thread-like precursors� and in part due to
he greater population of daughter crystallites that grows with them. In addition, the
bsence of birefringence in the central section does not exclude the formation of a small
riented population. The large ratio of daughters to parents in the weakly oriented popu-
ation evident in the core WAXD pattern appears to be responsible for the lack of bire-

IG. 6. Transient WAXD results based on the �110� reflection in the four depth sections examined for 12 s and

x=137 °C. �a� Area of the parent 110 peaks. �b� FWHM of the parent 110 peak calculated after fitting the
eaks in the 110 azimuthal scan. �c� Ratio of parent-to-daughter lamellae after performing a geometrical
orrection of the observed intensity. Lines connect the data points; symbol shapes distinguish the depth sections
ndicated with respect to �w=65 kPa.
ringence.
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1243REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
. Effect of shearing time „ts=7 s vs 12 s…

Ex-situ polarized optical micrographs of samples sheared at �w=65 kPa �Fig. 7� show
hat the highly oriented skin is much thinner for the sample sheared for ts=7 s
�30 �m, first slice� than for the case of ts=12 s ��60 �m, first depth section and
ost of the second�. From the real-time WAXD results for ts=12 s �above� and for ts

7 s �below�, it is clear that most of the crystallites formed at depths �102 �m did not
orm during the first 1200 s. The structures seen ex situ in the core of these samples
which were cooled from Tx to 25 °C after 5400 s� grew non-isothermally after the flow
artridge was removed for cooling �Kumaraswamy et al. �1999b��. These inner depths
nclude two morphologies for both ts=7 and 12 s: a weakly oriented region from the
riented skin to �175 �m from the wall �third section and half of the fourth� with
ausage-like birefringent structures �Fernandez-Ballester �2007�� and an unoriented inner
ore ��175–200 �m�.

Structure development during flow in the outer section �0–27 �m� is very similar for
oth ts=7 and 12 s �Fig. 8�a��. This is expected for the first 7 s of the 12 s shear pulse �the
elt birefringence up to t=4.5 s and the subsequent upturn�, indicating reproducibility of

he experiments and the depth sectioning analysis. Surprisingly, between 7 and 12 s, the
ncrease in birefringence following the cessation of shear for ts=7 s also coincides with
hat observed during continued shearing for the case ts=12 s: at all longer times, the
ncrease in birefringence for ts=7 s tracks that of ts=12 s �Fig. 8�b��. The additional 5 s

IG. 7. OPM of samples sheared using the highest wall shear stress ��w=65 kPa� for 7 and 12 s at 137 °C
ith polarizer and analyzer �a� at �45° and �b� at 0° and 90° with respect to the flow direction �horizontal�. The

enter of the sample is indicated by the dashed-dotted line.
f shear for ts=12 s appear to have had no consequence at the highest stress. Analo-
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1244 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
ously, the initial growth rate of the AP,110 in the outer depth slice after the cessation of
ow is very similar for ts=7 and 12 s �Fig. 9�a��. The roll-off and plateau of AP,110 of the
utermost slice �up to 35 �m� are also much the same for ts=7 s and ts=12 s �Fig. 9�a�,
lled vs open triangles�. Likewise, the parent 110 peaks reveal a high degree of orienta-

ion �FWHM� which is indistinguishable between ts=7 and 12 s �Fig. 9�b��. The only
anifest difference is the higher P :D ratio for ts=12 s �P :D�6� when compared to

s=7 s �P :D�3� �Fig. 9�c��.
Inner depths in the sample confirm agreement between the transient birefringence

uring the ts=7 s pulse and the first 7 s of the ts=12 s shear pulse �Fig. 8�a��; for this
hort shearing time, all inner sections show only melt birefringence �no upturn�. In
ontrast to the outermost section, the effects of shearing time are strong in the second and
hird depth sections. After cessation of 7 s of flow, little birefringence remains �27–62
nd 62–85 �m slices, Fig. 8�a�� and, accordingly, the development of oriented structures
s much weaker than after the ts=12 s pulse �filled vs. open squares and circles in Fig.
�b��. WAXD shows that the negligible �n of the third section �filled circles in Fig. 8�b��
oes not mean crystallization is isotropic; instead the absence of optical anisotropy is due
o a combination of slower growth of AP,110 �Fig. 9�a��, weaker alignment of the crystal-

IG. 8. �a� Transient average birefringence for ts=7 s and ts=12 s in each section during and immediately
fter flow. �b� Average birefringence at later times for each depth section for ts=7 s and ts=12 s. To compare
he behavior following 7 s of shear to that after 12 s, the earlier results for ts=12 s in Fig. 5 are shown as open
ymbols, while the results for 7 s as depicted as filled symbols. Depths indicated are with respect to �w

65 kPa.
ites that form �Fig. 9�b��, and an increase in the proportion of daughter crystallites �Fig.
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1245REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
�c�� in ts=7 s relative to ts=12 s. In the core of the sample, negligible oriented growth
ccurs for ts=7 s, indicated by the combination of �n and AP,110 both remaining negli-
ible. Note that both �n and WAXD results show that, although increasing shearing time
rom 7 to 12 s has little effect at the highest and lowest stresses, it has pronounced effects
t intermediate stresses. This will prove important in Sec. V.

We now examine the relationship between the structure revealed by the depth-
ectioned real-time WAXD patterns �at 1145 s, the end of the 137 °C isothermal experi-
ent� and the ex-situ spatially resolved WAXD patterns obtained after the sample was

ooled to room temperature and stored for about six months �Fig. 10�. Comparison of
x-situ scans with the last real-time patterns prior to cooling indicates that the regions

IG. 9. Comparison of WAXD depth sectioning results for ts=7 and 12 s at 137 °C. The earlier results for

s=12 s in Fig. 6 are shown as open symbols together with the results for ts=7 s as filled symbols. �a� Area of
arent 110 peak. �b� FWHM of parent 110 peak. �c� Parent-to-daughter ratio after geometric correction.
ensely populated with oriented precursors have a morphology that is already determined
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1246 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
uring the isothermal crystallization and that, at the opposite extreme, the crystallization
f the central section of the sample ��102 �m� occurs mainly after sample removal and
ooling. The highly oriented layers �0–35 �m for ts=7 s, and both 0–35 and
5–74 �m for ts=12 s� show that the degree of orientation present in situ at 1145 s is
early retained by the crystallites that form during cooling. The absence of oriented
recursors in the core section ��102 �m� was manifested by negligible diffraction at
145 s and a nearly isotropic distribution of crystallites evident in the ex-situ pattern.
nterestingly, for ts=12 s, the ex-situ central section shows that the predominantly unori-
nted crystallites are accompanied by a small mildly oriented population �which is barely
vident in the equivalent section in the ex-situ sample for ts=7 s�. In the moderately
riented sections �35–75 and 75–105 �m for ts=7 s and 75–105 �m ts=12 s�, the
riented crystallites �parent peaks at 90° and 270° and daughter doublets� present in-situ
t 1145 s increased during cooling and aging. In addition, an appreciable unoriented
ontribution in the final crystalline morphology formed during cooling and aging
minima between peaks offset from zero in ex-situ patterns but not in the in-situ patterns�.

. DISCUSSION

Shear-induced structure is relevant to diverse materials: semicrystalline polymers
Eder et al. �1990�; Keller and Kolnaar �1997�; Kumaraswamy �2005�; Somani et al.

IG. 10. Azimuthal scan of the �110� reflection of ��a� and �c�� real-time patterns with beam propagating in the
direction after applying depth sectioning and ��b� and �d�� microfocus ex-situ patterns with beam propagating

long the z direction for specimen sheared for ts=7 s ��a� and �b�� and for ts=12 s ��c� and �d��. The real-time
AXD profiles have had the amorphous contribution subtracted, while the ex-situ micro-diffraction pattern

ncludes the remaining amorphous halo present in the fully solidified state. The azimuthal scans for the core in
arts �a� and �c� have distinct peaks for the parent population and doublets for the daughters �Fig. 3�c�� that are
ot visible here due to their low intensity relative to the other sections.
2005�; Baert et al. �2006�; Hassell and Mackley �2008��, block copolymers �Chen et al.
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1247REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
1997�; Krishnan et al. �2005��, wormlike micelles �Berret et al. �1997�; Becu et al.
2004�; Lee et al. �2005��, and liquid-crystalline polymers �Rendon et al. �2007��, to
ame a few. Measurements of transient optical anisotropy �Hongladarom et al. �1993�;
uller �1997��, small-angle light scattering �Norman et al. �2006��, SAXS �Caputo et al.
2002��, and WAXD �Somani et al. �2001�; Kumaraswamy et al. �2004�� are important
ools for understanding microstructure evolution during flow. To facilitate the interpreta-
ion of these observables, measurements are often performed using rheometric flows that
mpose uniform deformation throughout the sample �Somani et al. �2006�; Lagasse and

axwell �1976�; Nogales et al. �2001�; Baert et al. �2006��. Alternatively, pressure-
riven flow offers the advantage of readily controlled-stress conditions and the ease of
udden inception and cessation of shear. The depth sectioning method allows local infor-
ation �corresponding to nearly uniform conditions� about material structure to be ob-

ained from pressure-driven flow through a rectangular slit.
To illustrate how the real-time depth sectioning method is used to analyze the effect of

hear on structure development, we examine polymer crystallization as a function of
hear stress �which, for a given maximum wall shear stress, can be visualized in terms of
istance from the channel wall, i.e., depth within the sample�. In contrast to “post-
ortem” methods that probe the depth dependence of the final structure, the present
ethod provides information on how the structure forms. The kinetics of flow-induced

rystallization and morphology development provides insight into the process of creation
f highly oriented precursors during flow �which depends strongly on the stress imposed�
nd their impact on the ensuing crystallization.

The four most important new findings that have been enabled by depth sectioning are
1� in the highly oriented regions, negligible decrease in birefringence occurs upon ces-
ation of shear, �2� the transition in growth kinetics in the oriented skin changes abruptly
pon impingement of the cyllindrulites, �3� after shish have saturated, further shearing
ardly changes the rate or morphology of crystallization on them, and �4� before shish
ave saturated, the increase in thread-length per volume between two shearing times can
e estimated from the depth-resolved data. The first two of these are readily evident in the
esults of depth sectioning applied to the experiment with 12 s of shearing discussed next.
he third and fourth are exposed by comparing depth sectioning results for two different
hearing times �7 and 12 s� and open the way for future work to determine the kinetic
arameters for the propagation of shish as functions of molecular attributes �such as
olar mass distribution� and flow conditions �including temperature and stress�.

. Shish-kebabs do not relax upon cessation of shear

Using the depth sectioning method to isolate the signal corresponding to the highly
riented skin clearly confirmed that only these sections exhibit the rheo-optical signature
f the formation of oriented precursors—an upturn in birefringence during the shear pulse
Fig. 5�a��. Previous studies that compared the averaged signal through the flow channel
nd the ex-situ morphology noted that an upturn in birefringence during shear and the
ubsequent rapid growth of retardance after the cessation of flow correlate with the
x-situ observation of a highly oriented skin �Kumaraswamy et al. �1999a�; Langouche
2006��. Here, by applying depth sectioning, we are able to directly ascribe the upturn in
irefringence to the depth sections that later show the oriented skin in the ex-situ micro-
raphs.

The observation that the birefringence that has built up in the sections corresponding
o highly oriented skin does not relax when the flow is stopped �Fig. 5�a�� indicates that

he oriented precursors and associated oriented lamellae developed during shear do not
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1248 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
oticeably decay at this temperature �137 °C�, in accord with independent findings using
sliding plate to impose short-term shear �Fig. 3 of Langouche �2006��. Therefore, the

artial drop in I� / �I�+ I�� observed in the averaged signal through the entire channel
e.g., Fig. 6 of Kumaraswamy et al. �1999a�, and inset of Fig. 6 of Kumaraswamy et al.
1999b�� corresponds mainly to the relaxation of the melt in the central parts of the
ample. To confirm this interpretation, we examine the total retardance of each depth
ection �Fig. 11�, i.e., the average birefringence of a section multiplied by its thickness.
ndeed, the central sections, in which the birefringence during flow is solely due to the
elt stress-optical behavior, fully account for the relaxation of retardance upon cessation

f flow that is observed in the depth-average measurements here, and likely in previously
eported experiments.

. Abrupt transition in growth kinetics in highly oriented skin at
mpingement

The change in growth rate in AP,110 observed in the outer depth sections is attributed
o the impingement between kebabs propagating out from neighboring threads. Prior
nvestigations of real-time WAXD �Kumaraswamy et al. �2000�; Kornfield et al. �2002��
eported a rapid growth of highly oriented WAXD followed by the saturation of the
rowth of crystalline peaks and hypothesized that this transient corresponded to the
rowth of highly oriented crystallites on thread-like precursors until lamellae growing off
eighboring threads impinged with one another.

Application of depth sectioning allows us to compare the relative distance between
hreads and the regularity of that interval at different depths from the wall. After the
essation of flow, under quiescent conditions, kebabs grow radially outward from the
hish that were created during the shear. Since the temperature is the same for all the
epth sections, the quiescent linear growth rate of the oriented lamellae is the same at any
epth. Therefore, the time at which lamellae growing off neighboring shish impinge
epends only on the distance between the threads, while the sharpness of the transition
ives an indication of the homogeneity of the spacing. If no depth sectioning is applied,
he average signal reflects successive growth rate transitions, precluding comparisons

IG. 11. Retardance contribution of each depth section for 12 s shearing time at 137 °C. These data were used
o compute the average birefringence depicted in Fig. 5�a� using the thickness of each depth slice.
etween different applied shear stresses �i.e., distances from the wall�.
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1249REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
The time at which the “knee” in growth rate occurs for the two sections corresponding
o the highly oriented skin �ts=12 s� indicates that the separation between the shish is
mall �	1 �m�.2 A high density of threads in the oriented skin is consistent with the very
igh degree of crystallite orientation in these depth sections: the threads template highly
riented growth and the lamellae impinge before they diverge. The sharpness of the
hange in growth rate suggests that the spacing between shish in each section is fairly
niform.

Farther from the wall, the knee is later and broader for the sausage region �third slice
f ts=12 s�, indicating that few thread-like precursors had formed during flow and that
hey have large and inhomogeneous inter-thread spacings—as confirmed by polarized
ptical microscopy �OPM�. The shish formed were so scarce that they did not cause an
pturn in the birefringence during flow. The lower crystallite orientation measured in the
ausage area is also consistent with a lower density of threads. The crystalline lamellae
ucleated on the threads propagate to much larger radius in the sausage region than in the
kin, allowing non-crystallographic branching to decrease the orientation correlation of
he direction of crystal growth.

. Saturation of shish

At the highest stresses �outermost depth section, from the wall to 35 �m�, both ts

7 and 12 s induce a highly oriented skin and the development of the real-time observ-
bles is very similar. From the moment shear is started up to 7 s of shear, the rise of the
irefringence is the same for both experiments of ts=7 and 12 s, as expected �Fig. 8�a��.
owever, it is remarkable that for the next 5 s �that is, after the cessation of flow for

s=7 s but while the shear pulse is still imposed on the melt for ts=12 s�, the growth of
irefringence is still very similar. In other words, the additional 5 s of shear in the case of

s=12 s have no additional effect when compared with the case in which flow has
topped after 7 s. The saturation of the shish is also manifested after the cessation of shear
y the similar growth rate of kebabs from them: the resemblance of the initial growth rate
f the AP,110 peaks for the outermost layer is very similar for ts=7 s and ts=12 s �Fig. 9�.
he similarly sharp and early transition in the growth rate of the kebabs, measured in

P,110, suggests that the inter-shish spacing was already established during the first 7 s of
hearing. Depth sectioning enabled this discovery. In the depth-averaged observables, the
ontribution of inner sections to the overall measured signal �in this case, the signal
orresponding to the second depth slice of ts=12 s� masks the saturation behavior ob-
erved in the outer section.

Saturation of the density of threads has been previously observed �Kornfield et al.
2002��. In that study, increasing the shearing time from 4 to 8 s did not enhance the
ensity of threads in the oriented skin as observed by transmission electron miscropy. A
umber of possible explanations of saturation can be put forward. One of them invokes
he depletion of long chains �which are known to be crucial for the development of
hreads� at a critical thread density. If there are many threads very close together, most
ong chains may already be involved in them and further propagation cannot occur.
owever, Kimata and co-workers recently discovered that long chains are not overrep-

esented in the thread-like precursors relative to the rest of the material �Kimata et al.
2007��. Therefore, long chains are not depleted by the formation of shish. An alternate
xplanation may be that when the thread-length/volume is very high, the incipient shish-
ebabs may interact and hinder each other from elongating further �see below�.
The linear growth rate at 137 °C was extrapolated from literature as G�0.003 �m /s �Janimak et al. �1991��.
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1250 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
It is interesting to note that the rate of growth of birefringence upon the cessation of 7
of shear hardly changes when the flow is stopped �Fig. 8�a��. This suggests that the

hysics dominating the growth of oriented crystallites during shear had already changed
rom a mechanism highly sensitive to flow to a mechanism that is independent of flow.
pecifically, when saturation is reached, the deformation of the highly oriented skin may
ave slowed or ceased. Perhaps the first lamellae to nucleate on a given thread have
lready advanced a few hundred nanometers and these “catch” on each other as shish
ranslate along nearby streamlines. Plausibility of this scenario is indicated by the sig-
ificant population of oriented crystallites already formed within 7 s of shear: kebabs
lready pervade approximately 6% of the volume of the oriented skin after just 7 s of
hear, based on the ratios of the birefringence at 7 s to that at 80 s �Fig. 8�, together with
he ratio of AP,110 at 80 s to that well after impingement �~300 s �Fig. 9��.

Although the additional 5 s of shearing between ts=7 and 12 s hardly changes thread-
ength, it does affect the subsequent P :D ratio in the outermost 35 �m. This is surpris-
ng, since most crystal growth of both parents and daughters occurs after the cessation of
ow �i.e., under quiescent isothermal conditions such that P :D is expected to be the
ame�. A previous study using depth-averaged observables also found a greater P :D ratio
rising from row nucleation when longer shearing times at high shear stresses were
mposed on a iPP melt �Kumaraswamy et al. �2004��. The parent-to-daughter ratio is
nown to be a function of temperature, but here conditions are isothermal. Kumaraswamy
t al. �2004� explained the increase in P :D in terms of the preferential growth of the
arent lamellae �which have the chain axis along the flow direction� formed during shear.
n their case, a substantial amount of the kebab crystallization had occurred during flow
about 50% relative to the crystallinity at impingement�, so a greater P :D ratio during
ow would skew the final value of P :D even if the growth after the cessation of shear
ccurred with the ratio typical of quiescent conditions. However, the present data demand
different explanation: comparatively less growth occurred by the end of the shear pulse.
or the outermost section �Fig. 6�a��, AP,110 is �50 a.u. 3 s after the cessation of flow,
hile at the time of impingement �t�90 s� AP,110 has reached a value 15 times higher.
herefore, the structures created by 12 s of shear must differ from those created by 7 s of
hear in a way that influences the P :D ratio of the quiescent growth that occurs long after
he cessation of shear.

. Propagation of shear-induced precursors

For the current experiments, the growth of kebabs after the cessation of shear occurs
nder quiescent isothermal conditions, i.e., the linear growth rate of the kebabs is fixed.
herefore, at early times before impingement occurs, the growth rate of the oriented

amellae on the shish serves as a reporter of the total length of flow-induced precursors
hat have formed. �At later times, impingement causes a negative deviation of growth
ates relative to linear proportionality to the total length of shish.� Consequently, the rate
f formation of shish at different levels of stress between 7 and 12 s of shearing can be
educed by comparing the initial growth of AP,110 and birefringence after the cessation of
ow.

To compare growth rates of �n and AP,110 to each other, the initial slopes of �n �Fig.
�b�� and AP,110 �Fig. 9�a�� after the cessation of the shear pulse were determined and
ormalized by the slope observed for the greatest stress �65 kPa for �n and 64 kPa for

P,110� and longest shearing time �ts=12 s�. The normalized initial rates of increase of
n and AP,110 vary similarly with the local stress �Fig. 12�. Given that the daughter
amellae negate some of the birefringence contributed by the parent lamellae, the close
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1251REAL-TIME DEPTH SECTIONING METHOD
greement between the length of precursors deduced from the rheo-optical and the rheo-
-ray data suggests that the amount of oriented precursors formed can be estimated from
irefringence measurements, particularly for the highly oriented sections. X-rays are
ecessary to obtain further information about the detailed morphology of the shish-kebab
tructure.

At intermediate stresses ���48–60 kPa�, early growth rates for 12 s are significantly
igher than those of 7 s, indicating that the propagation of threads continued during the
dditional 5 s of shear. In contrast, at low and high shear stresses, the initial slopes are
imilar. At the lowest stress, no thread formation occurs, even during 12 s of shear, while
t the highest stress saturation of threads has occurred so that no additional thread-length
s created from ts=7 to 12 s. Therefore, the comparison of different shearing times for
ntermediate flow conditions �at high enough stress to induce threads, but prior to satu-
ation� provides a promising approach to compare the velocity of propagation of oriented
recursors as a function of flow and thermal conditions.

I. CONCLUSIONS

We have illustrated “real-time depth sectioning” by applying it to the flow-induced
rystallization of isotactic polypropylene. This method combines the advantages of
ressure-driven flow �e.g., the ease of sudden inception and cessation of shear, the un-
mbiguous control over the shear stresses imposed on the melt, and the ability to apply
arge shear stresses that are relevant to the flow-induced structures induced during injec-
ion molding and extrusion� with the key advantage of rheometric flows �observing struc-
ure evolution at a specific stress�.

The creation of thread-like precursors depends strongly on stress. Therefore, the depth
ectioning method exposes the effect of one of the most important variables impacting
ow-induced crystallization. The in-situ measurements are consistent with the depth de-
endence of the final morphology; the real-time observations clarify the underlying basis
f structure development at different levels of stress. Highly oriented precursors initiate
rst in the regions of greatest shear stress �near the wall�. For the highest stress used �65

IG. 12. Dependence of initial rate of growth of normalized average birefringence and AP,110 on shear stress for

s=7 and 12 s. The distance from the wall indicated on the top axis is based on a sample sheared at the highest
all shear stress, corresponding to the micrographs shown in Fig. 7.
Pa�, we observed that structure development during and after flow saturated within the
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1252 FERNANDEZ-BALLESTER, THURMAN, AND KORNFIELD
rst 7 s of shearing, so that the kinetics of subsequent crystallization was very similar for
oth ts=7 and 12 s. Also we deduced that at 137 °C, significant kebab overgrowth on the
hreads occurs during flow and that these precursors �plus overgrowth� do not relax after
essation of flow. At lower stresses, thread-like precursors formed later and their density
thread length per volume� increased at a slower rate with shearing time. The ability to
solate events at different levels of stress opens the way for studying how the creation of
riented thread-like precursors varies with other parameters as well, such as shearing
ime �as shown here�, material properties �molecular weight, molecular weight distribu-
ion, isotacticity�, and temperatures of shear and/or crystallization.

This approach is applicable to diverse complex fluids, including block copolymers,
olymer blends, and colloidal suspensions.
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